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IBTTROOTOTIOH
Justification for the Study
Statistical study of losses due to wind damage of farm
buildings has shoim Tsry definitely the need for more wind
resistant construction. Data on constructional losses have
been gathered throu^ study of the e^erience of the Icwa
Mutual Tornado Insurance Association. For the three year pe
riod 1930 to 1932, constructional damage to bams represented
55^ of the total losses in fawn buildings.(5)
Of this damage to beras, QO% was described as complete
demolition. A considerable percentage of this loss may be
attributed to failure of some roof member* throwing stress into
other parts of the structure which resulted in the final
collapse of the building.
Five and one-half percent of windstorm loss was paid for
roofs blown off. This is almost always due to the lack of
proper anchorage and wind bracing of the roof.
The gambrel shape roof as used so widely for bams has
three features which contribute much to Its popularity. First
is its utility. It provides a large mow space in proportion
to the roof area and the shape is well suited to the use of
all hay handling equipannt* Secondly» the gambrel shape lends
-8-
Itaelf well to efficient use of building materlala and the
labor inrolred in construction is not excessive. The third
oomniendAble feature of the gaabrel shape is its pleasing
appearance. In its lines it harmoniaes reasonably well with
the rest of the farm buildings.
During the past few years the gothio roof has enjoyed
wide popularity. This is partly due to the novelty of its
shape but it is very definitely deserving of favor on account
of its pleasing appearance and the clear mow space it provides.
Many gothic roofs have been unsatisfactory Deoause they have
sagged out of shape. This can usually be traced to faulty con
struction rather than to any weakness in the design. However,
the usual types of ganbrel roof constractlon are not affected
so critically by slighting of nateriale or faulty woitaanehip.
The braced rafter type of construotion is very desirable
for gambrel shaped roofs. Its ease of erection, reasonable
economy of materials and fulfilment of the service requirements
have made it the most popular type of gambrel roof construction,
The rafters are self-supporting and light In weight making them
easy to raise. After the first two rafters at the end of the
structure have been raised into place# braced and tied together*
a man can easily ollflii to a position near the ridge and, by
means of ll^t boards, tie the succeeding rafters in place as
they are raised into position. Use of standard length tlnbers
-9-
ellalnatee ezoeeslTe outting aad waste. The servloe require
ments of a roof are rery well satisfied by the braeed rafter
oonstruetlon. Objeotlonable purlin support oolimns are
avoided and none of the braces project far into the mow spaoe.
Adequate hel^t is provided and there are no obstructions to
the use of hay handling equipment.
The Objects of the Study
The ptarposes of this study are to investigate the strength
requirements of the braced rafter roof and to develop a mor*
wind-resistant type of oonstractlon. This improved rafter
should oomoare favorably in cost with present recommended de
sign, Observations on wind damage to buildings Indicate that
this improvement may be realized through; (1) Improved method
of Joining members; (2) more secure anchorage of the rafter to
the mil; and (3) more efficient and economical use of bracing
material.
-10-
HISTORICAL
The Projeot
This study is a part of the general projeot of the Agri-
oultural E3tp«riiie&t Station, Investigation of the Vlnd ai^
iPlro Losses to Para Buildings la lova**. Ths objeot of this
division of the project Is to make a study of wind losses and
building design In Iowa In order to seours mox^ wind resistant
oonstruotlon.
This worlc has been pursued In five fields of aotlvlty.
Briefly, these are
1, Field observation of wind damage.
2. Statistical study of losses. ^
5. Meteorological studies.
4. Aerodynamics.
5. Laboratory study.
The first three have been discontinued for the time being
at least.
In the absence of conclusive and entirely dependable ex
perimental work on the subject of wind pressures on farm
buildings, the aerodynaraio study has become a matter of adapt
ing the results of other Investigations to the problen in
-11-
hand. The wort: of suoh authorltlea as Dr. Prydea (6) of the
Bureau of Standards has been of partlouls-r valu#.
The laboratory study has centered around the testing of
rafters and trusses. Loads sre applied to models of the
structures to approxliaate wind loading conditions. Thus the
strength, rigidity, and points of weakness of the various
designs are determined.
Studies hare been aade on Glyde truss construction (2)
and on laminated bent rafters, (5) How this study of the
braoed rafter roof takes Its plaoe as an integral part of the
general Investigation.
Review of Llteratuj^ •
In his bulletin on Research In Farm Structures, Henry
Glese (9) states the following:
•The losses due to fire and wind are truly economic*
While the Individual may be partly proteoted by Insurance,
the loss must be paid ultimately by the agricultural Indus
try *
"Studies shotild be made as to the reasons for these
losses and as to Improved construction methods for reducing
future losses."
In the bulletin Modem Oonnectors for Timber Construction,
•12-
prepa2*9d Jointl^r by the Hatloaal Ooamlttee oa Wood Utllisatioit
and Forest Products X^boratox^, the authors (10) point out the
need for a stronger Joint in wood construction. In reviewing
the woric done by early European engineers, they state,
"The timber Joint, long recognized as the critical link
in every wood structure, was the logical point for improvement."*
With reference to Modem Connectors« these investigators
state, 'Obviously the es^erimental stage has long sinoe been
passed. Through the application of these devices, wood has
assuiied a aev structural importance.**
In his boofc Wood in Aircraft Oonstructioa, George W.
Trayer (14) devotee considerable space to the composition,
testing, and use of casein ^ue. He writes of this glue, "It
is the best all-around glue for air-craft construction," This
statement of the value of casein glue gives a suggeotions Of
Its fHTobable adaptability to faro building construction.
-15-
THE IKVESTIOATIOT
Preliminary Considerations and XnTestigatlons
AflftlTPJiff siL t&g pro^lOT
In the consideration of any problem involving the design
of a building frame, it is aeoeasary to have a olear concep
tion of the Tarioufl requireoents of that etruotiire. These
requiflltee of a bam roof will be dealt with in order.
Servioe reouirements of the bam roof. There are a ausber
of roof oharaoteristlcs whioh are common for practically all
general purpose bams and dairy bams. The roof must be such
as to provide adequate mow space for hay storage. This mow
space shoiad be reasonably free from obstruotions. Purlin
columns are objectionable and heavy trusses whioh extend far
Into the mow space are to be avoided. The olear height should
be suffioient for convenient storage and handling of hay when
using a fork or elinge. Trusses with low-hanging oross-ties or
oollar beaas are not suitable for this reason* The width of
the roof near the ridge should be great enou^ for the passage
of the hay carrier without lowering the traok far from the
peak. This essential is satisfied by all of the roof slopes
in general use.
-14-
Struotural reamremeats. The stinieturaX demands jxpoa a
bam roof hare rospeot mainly to strength» rigidity and stabil
ity. The Bi^porting fjwaie nmst be suffiolsntly strong and rigid
to carry all probable loads without exoessive temporary or per
manent deflection. Pressures exerted by high wind velocities
may cause failure of the roof frame or permanent deformation of
the etruoture. The gusty nature of winds produces a vibratory
deflection of the roof irtilch tends to loosen the Joints of th9
frame. In addition the roof etruoture must be suffiolsntly
rigid to avoid objectionable deflection under its ovn weight.
With regard to stability It is evident that a roof should
be in a stable condition of equlllbriuia under customary dead
loads. That is the bending moment and resultant forces should
be zero at all points on the roof wheire deflection is liable
to ooour.
reouiremanta. The eoonomlo demands upon any
building construction heve regard to the first cost and the
subsequent charges for repair and depreciation. The bam roof
design should provide economy of material and labor in con
struction. Standard sises and lengths of lumber should be used.
Excessive labor and the need for special skilled workmen should
be avoided.
A permanent type of oonstructlon means small annual depre
ciation. The roof covering mupt be durable Itself and must
-15-
provide protection for the supporting straoture. ^erefore*
whether It he wood shingle or oonposltlon roofing the aaterlal
should he of good quftlity. Sufflolently strong rafter ooa-
struotlon and adequate bracing do much to instate years of satis^
factory service.
Aeethetio reQUirementfl. Since the farmstead presents suoh
a heterogeneous group Of architectural designs, it is hardly
feasible to require harmony of line between the barn and other
buildings. Rather, as an Individual unit, the bam should be
pleasing to the eye, giving the impression of penaanenoe and
stability. Great differenoe in the length of lower and upper
rafter meabers makes a gambrel roof bam appear ungainly or
squatty. Suoh proportions should be avoided.
Seleotion of a standard barn shell
Dimensions. The width of bam to be used in this study
is 34 feet. Observations of bams and bam plans made by
Barre (4) show that; (1) 34 and 36 foot widths of dairy and
general purpose bams are generally recommended; (2) the 36
foot bam is the most oonoon; (3) the average of all bam
widths is 53.9 feet. Prom a study of various combinations of
interior dimensions determined by the stall arrangements, it
was found that the width of 34 feet gives the nearest to the
average and optimum dimensions. In view of the facts revealed
•16-
by thie8tud7f It would appear that either the 34 or 36 foot
width 1b desirable. Slnoe the narrower bam is more eoonooioal
and warmer, duo to the smaller Interior surface area, that
width of 34 feet is to be prefein:*ed.
The hei^t of the ridge above the mow floor is limited
primarily by the mow spaoe required. However, there are some
other factors which shouldbe considered in determining this
hei^t. The ridge should be sufficiently hl^ for efficient
use of hay handling equipment. If the hay carrier is hl^ the
hay does nothave to be mowed back so much. On the other hasOi,
excessive height is to be avoided. Barns with a hi^ ridge
are more costly, are more susoeptlble to wind damage and are
not so pleasing in appearance as those of medium height.
In a study of bam dimensions Sohweers (11) found that the
average hay storage space required per eow under Iowa condi
tions is IQQQ cubic feet. Si^ty square feet of floor area per*'
cow with a bam width of 34 feet gives a bam length of ^.35
feet per cow. The volume of hay storage space divided by the
length per cow gives the new mow cross-sectional area required.
This is 460 square feet. Sohweers allowed 58 sqiiare feet for
the space taken up by rafters, braces, eto., giving a gross mow
area of 499 sqxiare feet. A mow cross-sectional area of BOO
square feet will be used in this study.
gconomlc use of materials. In determining the shape and
I-17-
dinensljons of a "bam shell oareftil consideration should be
glTsn to the affeot of the design on the use of niaterlals.
Standard length tlMbars should be used wherever possible. Odd-
length or OTerslee aeabeirs oost more and Increase the amount
of waste. Care should be talEien to avoid over-designing and un
intentional slighting of materials.
The shape of roof to provide stability. A roof that has
no tendency to sag at the ridge Is very desirable. The essen
tial condition for such a roof Is that the applied foroes and
the Internal stresses acting at the rafter splice be in equlll-
brlwBt The applied load at the rafter splice and the axial
stresses In the rafters must Intersect at a point which ooln<-
cldes with the Intersection of the rafters. The rafter splice
will then have no tendency to move In any direction and the
forces will have no rotational effect.
If the rafter aplice has no tendency tomove lnwa2*d or
outward, the roof oannot sag except through bending of the
rafter members. Such a shape may be seleoted that the rafters
will carry all the dead load. IHie braces will carry only wind
and hay load stresses.
I
Raft^x* lengths of 14 and IS feet for lower and upper
members respectively were chosen, ^ese are the most popular
len^hs for 34 foot bams and give a roof shape that Is
pleasing in appearance.
-18-
In this study it Is assumed that the wel^t of the
rafters, sheathing and shingles acts at the ends of the rafter
members. The wel^ts used are shown In Figure 1- These were
caloxilated for a design of the type recommended by the Midwest
Plan Service (1) using a 2"x6"-12'-0" rafter-to-etuddlng
brace; l*x6" rafter-^lioe braces and a 2*x6* collar beaA at
the ridge.
The procedure of the method used to detend.ne the stable
shape is illustrated In Figure 1. Three different posltiona
of the members wei^ taken. First the rafter splice was located
on the semi-oirole as shown. Next the lower member was in
clined et an angle of 60 degrees to the horizontal. The third
position located the rafter splice midway b etween the first two
points.
As each position of the members was drawn, the corresponds
ing stress diagrcuB was made. Various directions of the reac
tion Hg were obtained when the polygon for the forces at the
rafter splice was made to close. But, of course, Rg oust be
horizontal. However, it was found that the positions of the
point s. *^9 stress diagram described a smooth ourve. This
was carefully plotted by taking additional positions of the
members. The position of ^ required to make R2 horizontal was
then located. The positions of eb and eo so e stabllshed give
the inclinations of the rafter members. Thus, the shape of
-19-
th» statile rafter was determined and 1« shown in n^ore 1.
In this position the stress in member OD is the resultant
of the two applied loads at D and therefore really represents
the path of the line of force to the sxipport. That Is,
•eabers CD and BG represent the position of the equilibrium
polygon. Since the polygon passes throu^ all the points of
the roof, there can be no tendency for the roof to more in any
difeotion. That is, there is no tendency for it to sag.
The lower memhers are inclined 62 degrees and thm upper
»«Bber8 31 degrees to the horlsontal. The gross mow area above
the plate is 396 square feet. Tour feet of studding above the
mow floor is required to give a net area of 494 sqiiare feet as
desired. The helf^t of the ridge above the mow floor is then
22 feet, 6 Inches.
The conclusions ths.t may be drawn coaoeming this deter*
mination of a desirable shape are:
X. For any oombinatlon of rafter lengths there is one
position in which the siam of the fox*oes (external and internal)
acting at the ]?after splice, and the moments at that point, are
zero for eustomary dead loads.
2^ Such a shape of roof has no tendency to sag at the
ridge.
3. For a roof using 14 foot lower and 12 foot upper
rafters, this oondltion is 0eoui*ed when the lower and ^per
93.4;
45
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Figure 1. Determination of Shape of
Roof to Provide Stability
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raftdPs ar« inollned to ttB hoplzoatal at angle b of 62 degrees
and 31 degrees respectively,
4. A wall hel^t of 4 feet abore the mow floor Is re
quired to provide sufficient hay storage spaoe when this roof
shape Is used.
5. The helg^it of the ridge above the mow floor Is 22
feet 6 Inches.
Wind-load distribution
The problem of accurately determining the prossxires
exerted \ipon structures by wind is still in its Infanoy. In
the past many tests have been made on plane surfaoes and of
late considerable woric has been done on models of struotures-
Uuch of this work has been found to be of little value due to
lnaoouz*ate apparatus or to disregard of certain effects of the
wind and of the shape of the model under test. Most of the
wind loads used la praotloe are based upon theoretical compu
tations whleh disregard the shapo otf the struotxire and take
Into aeooimt only the Impaot pressure of the wind against the
windward suz*faoe or surfaoes of the structure.
The old methods of oaloulatlng wind loadp (7)
Kusterous formulae have been used from time to time to
show the relation between wind velocity and the pressure
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0X«rted by the wind on snj glren objeet In Its path. For
oaloul&tlng the pressure on a body whloh presents a flat sorw
faoe pei^endloular to the wind, the formala has been p =
nhere p is the pressure in pounds per square foot; r is the
Telocity of the vrind in miles per hour; and k is a constant.
It is in the selection of this value for k that there have been
great variations.
Hewton and Rankine, by purely theoretical calculation and
disregarding the suction created on the leeward side of any
object, recommended values for k of 0.0027 and 0.0054 res
pectively. Froa ei^erimental results, Smeatoa chose the
ei^iricaX value for k of 0.005 ^ioh has been used for over 150
years. Although this determination of the constant takes into
account the suction on the leeward side of the apparatus used
^ Saoaton. it does not recognise the effect of the shape of
the object and the value of k, thus obtained, has no true
value for general application in practice.
For the calculation of wind pressures on surfaces inclined
to the direction of the wind, Newton suggested the relation
Pn » (p sin^ 0), where Pa is the intensity of pressure on the
inclined surface, p the pressure on a surface perpendicular to
the wind, and 6 Is the an^e of inclination of the surface to
the horizontal. However, this formula has been foxmd to be
widely erroneous and has been little used. The empirical
-23-
relation » (p sla 6 suggested by Button has
had wide use, as haa also the more recently accepted formula
of Puchemln, which gives pn »p(S—. Neither of these
gin- e
formulae taXes into aooount the suction on the leeward side of
the surface, nor the reduced pressure on the windward side
caused by the Increase in wind velocity paralM. to the surface.
Therefore, these formulae oannot be considered adequate for the
required determination of wind loads on structures, and it
becomes necessary to adopt some method of calculating wind
pressures that will talce cognizance of the conditions neglect
ed by the earlier investigators.
& discerning method of oaloulating wind loads
Considering any point on an object against which the wind
le blowing, the pressure at that point can be assigned a value
represented by p. How this pressure p can be considered to
consist of pg p^y where ps is the static pressure and p^ is
that pressure eaused by the presence of the object In the air
stream. If the objeot is not there, p « pg and the wind pi^es-
Bure pjff is equal to zero. Now in consideration of a structure
such as the gambrel roof bam, with all doors and windows
closed, the pressure inside is assumed equal to the static
pressure p^, Theref03?e, the insulting unit pressure, tending
to cause intact breaking or bursting of the structure is equal
-24*
to the difference In pressure on the opposite surfaces of the
iralls or roof. This will be p - pg, since p = Ps f p^.
How, Pg . f{y l,e )
where q is the velocity nresstire f e f the air density, T
2
the wind speed,-^ the viscosity of the nir, f a constant and
h a linear dimension indicating the scale. (6) This formiila
applies only to geometrically slmlar bodies because it has
been found that for many shapes the factor which la
known as Reynolds number, varies very rapidly with variation
in wind speed and size of object. The variation is known as
scale-effect and when present makes very dlfflcx0.t the use of
models to Indicate pressures on full else structures. However,
for bodies without curred surfaces and having sharp comers,
the expression is praotically independent of the wind speed
qand size of object. (6) That is, f(V^^ ) is constant for any
given wind diirectlon. Dr. Dryden of the Aerodynamics Labora-*
tory of the Bureau of Standards in a communication to Professor
Oiese states, "It is believed that the scale-effect on the
gambrel roof bam Is mall.**
When the seale-effect Is considered to be small,
Pw " f(y 1*^ )q m oq, where c deoends only upon the location of
the point on the atmoture. Therefore, if the value of o is
found for any point on a model, that value will apply to any
.size of the model at ai:Qr wind speed, V L € is a pure number.
/
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as is fy so o is independent of the tmite used as long as the
pressures are all measured in the same units.
ffind">load distribution
It is required to find the distribution of wind loads, for
various wind speeds» over the surface of a stinioture having
little or no soale-effeot. la doing this we oan make valuable
use of the ooefflolent whioh is a pure number and oonstaat
for any station oa the structure for any given dlreotlon of
the wind. Charts may be prepared to show the value of ^ fOT
all points on the building for various wind directions and then
by means of tables of velocity presstires the wind load at any
point or over any given area may be directly calculated,
ffhei^ possible, these values of ot over the surface of the
structure mayte established by means of wind.-tunnel tests
performed upon a model of the building. In these tests the
value of £ s py is dir»otly measured at a number of points over
the surface o? the model and from the data so obtained the
required charts are prepared. Unfortunately no dependable
testa have been made on models of gambrel roof bams. However,
tests have been made on some structures, such as mill buildings
and airplane hangars from *^lch estimates oan be made for the
shape we require. The advice of Dr. Dryden was sou^t and on
the basis of his reo<»iiendations the oh&rts shown 1b Figures
-26-
2 and 3 were prepared.
The ohart of Figure 2 shova the distribution of the
values of the ooeffloleat si ® wind blowing at right angles
to the Pldge. That of Figure 3 indioates the oondltlon that
Is produced by a wind parallel to the ridge and blowing la the
open laow door. The pressure inside Is practically equal to
that at the opening on the windward face which will be about
equal to the velocity pressure, giving a value of the coeffi
cient equal to one. This must then be added to the value of
equal to about -.6 which is developed on the outer surface
by the movement of the wind parallel to it. This gives a
value for si of -1.6 over that portion of the structure which
is above the mow floor.
This wind pressure distribution was compared to that
determined by Stapleton (12) and was found to checlc very
closely with his pressure contours. This pressure distribu
tion also agrees olosely in general characteristics to that
found by Bailey (3) In his tests on a large shed.
Inveatlgation sL reactions bending
Objects of the st^dy. The purpose of this section of the
preliminary investigations was three-fold. For probable wind
loads it was proposed to determine.
1. The magnitude and direction of the reactions at the
-27-
points of support of the lower rafters and between the upper
laenitbers at the ridge*
Z, The magnitude, direotion and location of the maximam
bending moment In the mrabers of the roof.
3. The magnitude and dii?eotlon of the bending mcn&ent at
the rafter splioes.
Stress The following principal assumptions
were made in the stress analyses: that the rafter used is a
three hinged aroh, i. e. hinged connections at lower supports
and at ridge; that eaoh rafter used is rigid frcMB ev^port to
ridge and is to be considered as a beam; that the supports are
so oompletely rigid as to prevent any horizontal or rertloal
movement at these points.
The wind load assumptions used in these analyses are glTea
•f
in Figure 4 Figure 3. For the first condition the wind
is blowing at an angle of 90 degrees to the side-wall with a
velocity of 70 miles per hour. The seoond condition repre
sents a wind of the same velocity blowing against the end of
the bam where the lar^ hay mow door Isopen into the wind.
This wind velocity was chosen b eoause It is close to 68 miles
per hour« the highest wind ever recorded in Iowa. (5)
The dead and wind loads were assumed to act at the quarter
points and ends of eaoh member. The wind loads are assumed
normal to the roof surface.
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The dead and wind loads for each point on the rafter were
oonblned into resultants» the direction and magnitude of trhloh
are given at the respeotlTe points on the diagrams of Flgores
2 and 3.
Coneluelons. The reactions and bending moaents for the
assumed conditions are given In Figures 2 and 3. Prom these
results the following conclusions of particular significance
have been drawn:
1. The end wind produces by far the most critical condi
tions as to both reactions and bending moments.
2. For the side wind the reactions at the sv^orts have
large horizontal oo9Q>onents. The Tertloal components at both
STi^portfl are onall.
3. The vertical components of the reactions at the
si^ports are very large when the wind Is In the end of the
bam.
4. There Is a very large horizontal reaction between the
rafters at the ridge for the end wind.
5. In all oases the maximum bending moment Is located in
the lower rafter about feet below the rafter spUoe. For
the end wind this maaclmaa value Is about 19,3CKl Inch lbs. For
the elde wind It Is about 12,650 Inch lbs.
6. The bending moment la the upper members Is low for
the side wind condition.
-20.-
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E:xperlmental
In this Import the heading "Experimental" includes all
of the laboratory study. Sais work was oonoemed ehiefly with
the oonstruotlon and testing of models and fuU-slse speoiaeas
of roof nembers and details. This voz4c hae been headed "Sx-
perifflental" to distinguish it from the preceding investigations
i^loh were of a more theoretloal nature.
Ififila of sheathinn;
In the consideration of bam roof design from the view
point of an investigator, the natural plaoe to start is at
the outside. The character of sheathing and surfacing very
definitely affects the type of rafter or truss oonstruotlon.
In b am oonetruotlon the sheathing may determine the allowable
spaoing of the rafters.
In the past the spacing of rafters has been limited by
the fact that It is neoessary to have Joints of shiplap
sheathing come on the rafters. In the use of end matched
sheatlng it Is desirable to make the Joints between the
rafters. This makes possible the use of any rafter spaoing
and Justifies the question, "What is the best spaoing for
rafteM?"
th^ study. The purpose of this investigation
w^s to determine, if possible, the most desirable spaoing of
-32-
TAfters to meet aerrloej atiMotural and eoonomlo requirements.
Analyeia of the oroblam. Limiting factors in the spacing
of rafters are;
I* Strength and stiffness of sheathing.
a. The distance between rafters should not be ao
g2*eat as to peirolt the development of danger
ous stresses in the sheathing. These stTOSses
Biay be produced by the forces exerted by wind
or may be caused 1:^ a concentrated load such
as the weight of a man standing on the roof.
b, Cxoesfllve deflection of the sheathing BRist be
avoided because it will cause tearing of the
asphalt shinglee so generally used.
deflection may be, (1) a gradual pemanent
deflection due to the dead weight of the roof;
(a) a steady temporary deflection due to the
weight of a man or to wind loads; or (3) a
vibratory deflection caused by the wind,
2. The rafter spacing adopted must be such that the load
OB each rafter will not be too great. The size of
members for practical use is limited by, (1) the type
of truss or rafter to be used; (S) the eeonomioal
means available for Joining members; and (3) the
wel^t of truss that can be conveniently erected
-35-
wlth generally available men and equipment.
Apparatm and method of prooedttre. It was thou^t at
first that the problem of sheathing etreeeee and defleotlons
might be attacked by a theoretical or mathematical analysis
as well as by an experimental Investigation of these condi
tions. Some time was spent In an endeavor to calculate the
stresses and deflections that would be produced by the weight
of a man on the end-matohed roof sheathing for rarlous x^fter
epaolngs. ^xls condition was chosen as being one of the most
serere to *rtiloh the sheathing ml^t be subjected, Hoverer,
difficulty was found In arriving at the probable dlsti*lbutlon
of the load from one board to those adjoining; also In esti
mating the proportion of the load carried by the cleavage,
bending and shear stresses In the timber. It was felt, there
fore, that more valuable results might be obtained from experi
mental Investigation oi model sections of roof sheathed wl^
this end-matched lumber and subjected tothe various loading
conditions.
Concurrently with this preliminary inveatigation^ a
testing prooedure was outlined and tests were begun. Observa
tions of certain old bam roofs showed that there was an
objectionable deflection of the sheathing between the rafters.
These observations rdsed two questions, (1) was this large
deflection due to excessively wide spacing of the rafters?
-34-
(2) waa this deflection progressive from the time the bam
waa built? It was desired, therefore, to obtain the relation,
if such exists, between the span length, time and defleotloQ.
Since it Is Impraotleal to wait twenty or thirty years for
these results it was thoo^^t that an indication of them ml^t
be secured by means of tests using an accelerated deflection.
If the loading wex*e Increased to produce a rapid defleotlony
It mlf^t be possible to obtain the required relation.
Accordingly, a set-t^ was evolved to measure the deflec
tion on specimens of yellow pine sheathing In lengths of 24,
SO, 36 and 42 Inches. These were siJ^Dported at the ends as
slibple beams with a concentrated load at the center. The
loadliigs adopted were one, two and four times the wel^t of
the sheathing and shingles.
The instruments used to read deflections was a Starret
Dial Test Indicator mounted on a small board which carried a
pin at each end. For zero deflection the pins and ths stem of
the indicator were at the same height and the dial was set to
read zero for this oondltion. The heads of taoks driven Into
the under side of the specimens were used as bearing surfaces
upon which to take the readings of deflection.
Headlggs were token once a day for the first seven days
and once a we^ thei^eafter. The tact heads did not provide a
sufficiently dependable point i^oa rtilch to take readings.
-35-
Consistent results oou1d not be obtained so the tests were 
discontinued. 
Th1s study or the roof sheathing was not continued sinoe 
it was felt that the ratters demanded more urgent eons1derat1on. 
In this study or rafters the conventional spao1ng ot 2 •-0• will 
be used, 
'fest e !2f.. Joints 
I ntroduct ion. The Joint has long been reoognized as the 
weak point in wood oonstruct1on. It has always been very 
dlff1oult to get a joint to transmit a high peroentage of the 
load that the gross area or the members will carry. Since the 
old framing method of cutting and titting was forsaken in 
favor ot nails and bolts, the need has a1ways been tor some 
device to off set their undesirable stress d1.str1but1on. Nails, 
part1oularly, are a very ineffective y ot joining wood 
members of even the small dimensions used in tarm bU1ld1ng 
construction. Observations ot •ind damage to building~ show 
that muah of this destruction was due to tailure ot Joints or 
to weakening of the members at the Joints. 
A number of new methods of joining wood members has been 
developed 1n the last two deoadee. Prominent among theee are 
the steel ring oonneotor1 and wood dowels known oollectively 
as Modern Conneotore. (10) The oommerc1al manutaoture ot 
-36-
casein glue has broadened the field ot usefulness tor this 
method of fastening wood members and euggeet~d its use in 
general farm building oonstruotion. 
The epeo1t1o objects of these tests were, 
1. To obtain a comparison of the strength ot Joints 
made with odern Connectors, casein glue, bolts 
and nails. 
2. To obtain the strength relations tor full size 
and model Joints tor use in the interpretation 
ot the rafter teat results. 
3. To collect any other pertinent information 
relative to the man1oulat1on andldaptab1llty 
ot these various devices used in wood oon-
struot1on. 
Uethod of testing. The type ot specimens used in these 
tests are shown in Figure 5. These are of the form used 1n 
the tests conducted by the Forest Produots Laboratory. (8) In 
the first Joint the load was applied to the center timber and 
the force acted parallel t o the grain ot all members of the 
Joint. In testing the second Joint the load was applied to 
the aide pieoea so that the roroe acted perpendicular to the 
gra.1n of the center timber. 
Douglas Fir t1mber was used to make the speoimena. '1'he 
wood used in maki~S the f ul.l size Joints ana the center timbers 
-37-
D
Figure 4, Southwark-Emery
Testing Machine
Figure 5. Joint Test Specimens
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ot the models was Common lumber while that used tor the out-
side pieces of the models was graded as Fir Finish. Com-
pression tests ot these two olaesee of wood showed ultimate 
strengths or about 6000 pounds per square inoh tor the Common 
and about 9000 pounds per square inch for the F1n1sh lumber. 
While the scope ot these tests does not Justify any mathemati-
cal adjustment of the results, this difference in etJ"ength must 
be born 1n ind in their interpretation. 
Four general t :ypes ot fastener were tested, namely, Glue, 
Modern Connectors, bolts, and na11a. Three olassee ot glued 
Joints were used. The first ot these had all surtaoes flat and 
a good oontaot was obtained between all members. The outside 
pieces ot the second group were warped so that a convex &~aoe 
was presented t o the center member as shown in Figure 6. The 
large reduction ln glued area 1e evident. '!'he outside aembers 
ot the t bird set of glued Jo1nt8 were also warped but in this 
case the concave surface was glued. The t1ghten1ng ot the bolt 
split the side p1eoes and drew the whole inner eurtaoe into 
contact with the center member. 
The •reoo• brand of 11odern Connectors was used 1n these 
teats. Two tYPee ot these were tested and are p1otured 1n 
Figure 8. These are kno1'1?l as Split-Ring and Toothed-Ring 
connectors. The split-ring 1e used with a pre-cut ~ove aa 
shown in Figul"e 9, while the toothed-ring ie imbedded by 
-39.
Figure 6, Specimen of
Warped Glued Joint
i
Figure 7. Failure of Glue Joints
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toro1ng the two adJa~ent timbers together. 
Four i inch machine bolts were used in e aoh Joint tor the 
bolt teete. Extending through all three members the bolts 
ere in double shear. 'l'hls Joint ls shown in Figure 10. 
For the nailed Joints e1.ght 16d nails were used 1n e1.ngle 
shear. That is, the nails did not µa. se completely through the 
center timber trom the outside piece. 
The scale used 1n the construot1on of the models was 
6" z i•-o•. This applies to all parts of the specimens 1n-
olud1ng wood members, conneotors, bolts and washers. 
The glue used in t hese tests was the Casco brand ot 
casein glue. Thia ls a very convenient glue tor a1l oonstruo-
t1on ourpoees bebau•e it is a cold-water-mix glue whioh ls used 
oold. The glued area of the full size Joints was approximatel y 
80 square inches while that ot the models was about 20 square 
inches . A single bolt in each J oi nt was used to hold the 
members together while drying and this bolt vas le~t in plaoe 
during the test. In the full size jo'.lnts i and t inch bolts 
were used with square plate washers. '!'he dimensions of 
washers tor these Joints were 2ix2ix3/16 inches and 3x.3x3/16 
1nohes, respectively. 'l'he bolts and 118.shers 1n the models 
were to soale . 
Six different ring connectors were tested; the 2f and 4 
1noh split rings and the 2 , 2 5/8, 3 3/8 and 4 inoh toothed 
-41-
1
2i
A
split Rings
•jni
k_: 'J '»•«-» -4
Toothed Rings
rigure 0. Modern Connectors
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I
l!
J
Assembly of Split-Ring Joint
0
Assembly of Toothed-Ring Joint
Figure 9. Assembly of Ring Joints
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Figure 10. Bolted Joint In
Testing Machine
Figure 11. Failure of Nailed
and Bolted Joints
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rlngd« These are all shown In Figure 8. The slses are leased
on the Inside diameter. The depths of the Sfc and 4 Inch split
rings are J inch and 1 inch reepectlYely. Tfcs toothed rings
are all 1 inch in depth.
The size of wood memhers for these Joints was determined
largely "by the end and edge margins required for each ring as
speolflad the saaufaoturers. These specifioatlons in
regard to margins, sises of bolts and of vrashers ver« followed
closely la the oonstructlon of the test speolmeas* for
toothed-ring Joints the bolt holes were drilled the same SISA
as the bolts while those for the split rings were drilled 1/15
inch oversize to accommodate the mafldrel of the groove cutting
tool. The bolt holes of the model joints were all the same
size as the bolts used.
The max^ns used in oonstructlon of, the bolted joints
were those reo^nmended hy the Forest Products Xjaboratory. (8)
The slses of the bolts and nails and their type of loading
have already been given.
The method of construction of the test speelmens was
similar to that which would be used In field fabrication. To
Insure a good testing condition for each Joint, a special
frame was built to hold the specimens square vWle they wore
being assembled. Figure 12 shows this frame being used irfiile
a toothed-ring Joint la being assembled under the leading of
^6-
a testing la&ohlne.
In the oonstruotlon of the glued Joints no great oare
was taken to ooat the whole oontaot surface since in practice
time would not permit this application of the glue to be a
painstaking operation. When the glue had been spread, the
Joints were Immediately assemblgH squared and tightened
They were then given a setting period of seven days befor*
being tested.
The grooTes for the full slse apUt-rlng oonneotors were
out by means of the groove cutting tool purchased from the
oanufacttirers of the rings. This cutting tool is shown In
Figure 14. In this picture it is set to out the grooves for
the 2i Inch rings. The cutters and the sleeve for the mandrel
to be used for the 4 inch ring are shown beside the tool*
Figure 13 shows the tool being used with an electric drill*
The grooves for the models were out with the circular saw
shown In the saise picture* A split-ring Joint In process of
assmbly 1« shown In Figure 9.
The model split rings were made to the proper soale from
mild sheet steel. These were out and bent to shape without
heating.
In the assembly of the toothod-rlng Joints the rings were
first placed In position and 8eouz*ed there by emiall nails as
shown In Figure 9* A strong bolt la provided by the
-46-
Imbedding Toothed Rings
With Testing Machine.
Using High-Strength Bolt
to Imbed Toothed Rings.
Figure 12. Imbedding Toothed Rings
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Figure 13. Gutting Grooves
for Split Rings
Figure 14. Qroove-outting Tools
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manufaoturers of th® rings for the purpose of linbedding the
rings In the timbers. The use of this bolt is illustrated in
Figure 12. Host of these Joints were assembled in the testing
machine to save time and labor. The load required to imbed
two rings was found to rarf from about 5000 to 8000 lbs. de
pending tzpon ^le size of ring and density of the timbers.
Testing proeedure. In these tests of Joints the tern
•slip" is to be taJEen as meaning the total relatire movement
of^e center end outside members when under load. If slip is
thou^^ht of as being the "play" in a Joint, or the amount that
it will move without the application of a load, then the slip
of these tests is a combination of slip and deformation. The
use of the word "slip** in these tests is the same as in the
teats outlined in the bulletin Modem Connectors for TlMber
Construction. (10)
The method used to read this slip was very simple. A
scale mailed in tenths of inches was layed off on tracing
linen. Beside this scale a suitable direct vernier scale was
maz^ed off. A line separated the two scales. Black line
prints of this scale and vernier ware made. Now before test
ing the Joints this scale was pasted over the eraolc between
the oenter and outside timbers as shown in Figure 5. When th*
cement had dried, the scale and vernier were separatad tgr
aaUng a clean cut down the line between them with a raxor
-49-
blade, \flth this device the movement of the vernier relative
to the soale oould be read to one-hundredth of an Inch whloh
Is sufficiently close for this type of test. Oheofc of thla
method of reading was made by placing scales on opposite ooraera
of a Joint. These aoales were then read concurrently during
the test a&d were found to agree very closely.
Loads were applied to the test specimens by means of the
Soathwartc-Smery 300,000 lb. testing machine shown In Figure 4,
This ploturs shows the loading of a Joint where the load Is
perpendicular to the grain of the center timber. The center
timber Is here supported on a blook which fits between the
outside pieces and rests upon the bed of the machine. The out
side ssBbers bear against a spherical bearing block in ths
stationary head of the machine. Some of these Joints were
si^ported by means of a block under each end of the center
timber. However, this type of support was considered unsuita
ble for the glued Joints on account of the stresses produced
In the glue by the bending of the center timber.
The load was applied to the Joints continuously and
readings of the load were taken at each .01 inch of slip up to
.1 Inch and thereafter at .12 and .15 inch slip. The rate ot
aaoent of the movable bed ofthe maohlne waa .06 inch per
minute. The load at the first apparent allp, at first and
subsequent failures and the ultimate load were noted and
-50-
r®ftopd«d» Character of failure and other eignlfioant detail#
were also noted.
Pisouaslon oT reaultg. The reeults of these teste are
shown In the graphs of Figures 15, 16 and 17. Figure 15 gives
a comparison of the various Joints and also shows the compara
tive strength of Joints when loaded parallel to and perpendic
ular to the grain. These curves are averages of those plotted
for individiaal Joints. Three tests of eachtgrpe of Joint were
made in most oases.
The glued Joint performed particularly well when the load
was applied parallel to the grain. In most oases failure
occurred due to shearing of the timbers rather than the glue,
as illustrated In Figure 7. This picture shows on the rie^t
the failure of a warped specimen. In spite of the small con
tact surface of this Joint, it carried a load of 32,800 pounds.
The ultimate strength of the glued Joint perpendicular to the
grain is about 1/3 of the strength when the load is parallel
to the grain. This Is due to the nature of these Joint
failures. The fibres of the center timber can be torn apart
pei^endicular to their axes much more easily than in the line
of the axes.
Under parallel loading the slip of the bolted Joint at
proportional limit load was much lower than that of the 4-iBoh
split ring but the ring carried 22,000 poiuids at px*oportional
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ilmlt compared to the 11,000 pounda of the bolted Joint, The
slip In the ring Joln^ was nearly proportional until very
close to the point irhere the cores In the Joint sheared off as
marked by the saddm drop of the load from 22,600 at a slip of
.085 inohes. Pictures of the failure of bolted Joints are
shown in Figure 11.
Ihe 24-inch split ring compared rather closely to the
larger ring in behavior. The slip was rapid during the ini
tial period of loading due to the loose fit of the rings la the
grooves. The proportional limit load was ©bout 6000 pounds at
a slip of .05 inch. This would indicate a working load of
approximately 2300 pounds which is very much lower than that
recommended by the Forest Products Laboratory. (8) Failure of
a S^-lnch ring Joint parallel to the grain Is shown in Figure
18.
The 2 5/8 and 4-inch toothed rings behaved very similarly
to the bolted Joint. The slip at proportional limit was
between .01 and .02 Inoh. Figure 19 shows the failure of a
4-ineh toothed ring Joint parallel to the grain.
The low strength of the nailed Joints is shown by ourve
»o. 7. The slip increased rapidly frca approximately zero
load. The strength of these Joints checks quite closely with
the results obtained by Wells (15) in his tests of nailed
Joints conducted at Stanford Dnlversity. A typical faixure
-54-
Load Parallel to the Grain
Load Perpendicular to the Grain
Figure IS. Failure of Split-Ring Joints
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Load Parallel to the Grain
Load Perpendicular to the Grain
Figure 19. Failure of Toothed-Ring Joints
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of nailed Joints is shown in flguz*e 11.
ffhen tested perpendicular to the grain, the Joints shoved
quite a different strength relationship. As before mentioned,
the strength of the glued Joint decreased to about 1/3 of its
value 'When loaded parallel to the grain. This deorease placed
it down among theother types of fasteners as ^ovn tiy the
euryes of Figure 17.
The bolted end nailed Joints showed rerj little differeaoe
in strength for the tvo directions of loading.
The curves of the split-ring Joints for the perpendicular
loading show some similarity to those for the parallel loading.
However, the strength of the proportional limit load of the
4-inoh split ring changed from 22,000 to about 11,000 pounds
placing it equal to that of the bolted Joint.
The strength of the toothsd-rlng Joints was reduced about
33/Cr by the change In direction of loading.
Kscamples of failures of these Joints are given in Figures
13 and 19.
Figure 16 shows some significant strength comparisons
obtained by using warped members in the construction of glued
Joints, It is of particular Interest to note thet the ulti
mate strength of glued Joints having the small contact area
shown in Figure 7 is 75^ of the strength of flat-surfaced
Jointe. The Joints having concave surfaces crushed down \3ff
•67-
^olt Bhowed a higher ultlnate strength than the ones with
flat surfaoes. This relation should be bom In mind vAien
using warped material In glued-Jolnt construction of any kind.
The warped glued Joints having the load peirpendloular to
the grain, gave a higher strength than the regular flat ones
did. Also, the character of the failure was rather different.
The warped joints showed a steady slip while the flat ones
slipped suddenly ia a manner similar to that of the parallel
Joints. 9o reason for the tmusual behairlor of these Joints
has been discorered.
Figure 17 illustrates the relation between the strength
and slip of full size and model Joints. The model glued Joints
loaded parallel to the grain had an ultimate strength 35^ of
that of the full size Jointa. When the load was perpendicular
to the grain, the ultimate strength of the models was 42.6^ of
that for thefUll size Joints.
The behavior of the ^-ineh split-ring Joints was almost
identloal for full size and model specimens during the first
.05 inoh of slip. This similarity is shown in the curves of
Figure 17. Then loaded perpendicular to the grain, this
resemblance continues to a slip of .06 inoh after which the
curve of the full size ring rises rapidly. The slip of the
Joint at the point of divergence of the curves Is evidently
that ajsount of slip which takes place during the period of
-58-
adjuatment of the rings under load.
The proportional limit load of the model, parallel to the
grain, was about 00% of that of the full size Joint. A similar
reduction is aheim for the perpendicular loading.
Gonolufliong, Due to the variation In properties of most
wood used for gensx>aX construction, it woi^d be difficult and
hazardous to work up any general design equations or to give
any recommended working loads based upon the results of these
tests. Time did not pennlt the testing of an adeq\ial>e number
of specimens to get entirely satisfactory checks and no adjust
ment has been made for variations in quality of test materials.
The following is a statement of certain significant results
of the tests together with some conelusions related to the
outlined objectives of the study:
1. The glued Joints gave the greatest strength of all
Joints tested with the load parallel to the grain of the
timbers.
2. The strength of the glued Joint loaded peirpendlcular
to the grain is about 1/3 of the strength parallel to the
grain.
5. The 4*inoh split ring has the hi^est proportional
limit load of all the metal fasteners.
4. The split rings have the greatest slip at proportional
llBiit load.
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6. I^ere was no oaae In irtiloh the slip of the split
Pings was greater than .06 Inch at the probable maximum work-
ing load.
6, In spite of Its larger slip, the spilt ring appears
to be the better ring for faro building oonstructlon. With
equipment that Is usiially available, this ring has an advan
tage In the matter of labor and time required for fabrication.
7, A study of casein glue-conneoted rafters Is Justified
by the results of these tests.
8, With the materials used In these tests, the glued
Joints n^dft to a scale of 6" » I'-O* have an ultimate 8tx*ength
about 35je of that of the full slaed Joints. For gi-ln<^ split-
ring Joints this proportion Is about 50^.
9, In using wai^jed timbers for glued oonstruotlon, the
concave surfaces should be placed together to secure maximum
strength.
10. The relative ineffectiveness of nailed Joints was
clearly demonstrated by these tests.
Preliminary designs ^ yaftgrg
Introduction. It was suggested In the introduction that
Improvement In rafter design mi^t be achieved by more secure
method of Joining members; more efficient use of bracing mate
rial; and adequate anchorage of the rafter to the walls.
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The tests of Joints suggested the prolDable value of modern
oonneotore and glue for Joining rafter members. These might
also be used in attaching the rafters to the wall to provide
secure anchorage for the roof.
The bending moment diagrams of Figures 2 and 3 show that
the maximum moment occurs In the lower member about Zi feet
below the rafter splice. The tjrpe of brace used in conven
tional design comes Just below this point of critical stress.
This means that the rafter does not receive the stiffening and
strengthening effect of the brace over the section where it is
most in need of reinforcing. Furthermore, this braoe extends
a considerable distanoe along the upper member where it is
needed least on aocount of the low bending moments prevailing
there. These conditions suggest that the braoe might be more
effective if shifted downward to those parts of the rafter
where the momenta are largest.
The question then arises as to how far down the lower
member the braoe should extend. Also^ how far along the upper
member must the brace reach to provide adequate strength.
Method £f testing. With a view to obtaining some indi
cations of the answer to these questions, a number of models
of proposed designs were rafl.de and tested. These test speci
mens are shown in F*igure 20. The scale used was 1 inch
equals 1 foot.
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Baftep Ho, 1 oonsists of a 2 x 4 loafer member and 2x6
tipper member with a 2 x 4 braoe» This braoe extends from a
point one foot above the 6iQ>port to a point in the t^>per member
3 feet from the rafter splloe. This rafter was designed to
use 2^-^inoh modern oonneotors of the split-ring type at all
major Joints. These oonneotors were to be used also to fasten
the rafter to the wall studdings and to secure the upper
members at the ridge. This method of anchorage and fastening
at the ridge was chosen as offering the possibility of far
greater strength than the conventional practice of toe nailing
at these points.
Tests of this rafter suggested modifioations whloh ar«
included in Ho. 2. The S x 4 lower member was replaced a
2x6. The 2x4 braoe was shortexMd to reach only to a
point 4 feet above the support in the lower member. Thus, the
cost of the two rafters was !fcept about equal.
It was then felt th;?.t these designs might not provide
sufficient bracing of the upper member, particularly for the
end wind condition. Accordingly, rafter No. 3 was designed.
Approximately the same amount of material was used but the
brace was shifted upward closer to the conventional position.
This braoe was mada in two parts ^ as shown, to keep it from
projeoting too far Into the mow spaee.
The modele of these rafters were tested with the
-62-
The Testing Apparatus 
The Test Speo1mene 
Figure 20. Preliminary Designs of Ratters 
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apparatus pictured In Plgare 20. l»oada to approximate the
wind loading oonditions as shovn In Figures 2 and 3 wore
applied by means of heavy rubber bands. The model load for
eaoh point vas ealoulated for wind reXoolties of 70, 100 f 120
aad 150 miles per hour to deTelop fibre stresses equal to
those for the full sise rafter. The rubber bands were then
calibrated to find the length to whioh it was necessary to
stretoh each in order to exert the required force. These cali
brations were later oheolced to verify their accuracy and test
the dependability of this manner of load application. An
additional checlc of this method was made during the tests.
Certain wind loads were maintained for a period of an hour or
moz*9. A ohax^e in deflection of no more than, one thousandth
of an inch indicated that the bands sustained a reasonably
coitttant lc»id.
Keasurementa of deflection at the rafter splice were made
by means of a Starrett Dial Teat Indicator mounted as shown In
Figure 20^ A steel rule was used to read the other deflections
which were taken.
The results of these tests are given in Tables I and XI,
Dieousslon ^ results. All of these rafters were desired
to use split-ring connectors at all the main Joints, at the
si^ports and at the ridge. Small bolts were used in the models
to approximate ring connector affect. The use of these Joints
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TABLE I
Tests of Small Bafter Models
Wind at 90®, (Windward Side)
Rafter
Wind
Veloo-
ity
Outward
Deflection
of Rafter
Splioe
(ineh«B^
•
#
Deflection :Defleotlon
at point 11: at point
feet tram : 4i feet Deflection
at plden
t 70
So. 1 t
: 100
;
1.112
0.078
•
0.05" i 0.22*
outward : outward
0.015" : 0.23*
inward : outward
Up 0.25*
In 0.22"
Op 0.31*
In 0.19"
Ho. Z
70
100
0.125
0.06
)
0.06« ! 0.25*
outward ; outward
t 0.19*
; outward
Dp 0.38*
In 0.19*
No. 3
70
100
I
0.036
•
t
•
•
0.17* s 0.31*
Inward : outward
Up 0.38*
In 0.25*
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TABLE II
Tests of Small Rafter Models
Wind in Snd of Barn
•
: ^yind
RaftertVeloo-
Number: itv
Deflection:Defleotlon
of Rafter : at Hldge
Splioe :
(inohes) : (inohea^
Reaotion
at Hidge
(Iba.y
*
: 70
No. 1 : 100
: 120
: 150
0.104
0.2
0.33
0.62
I
0.12
0.19
0.36
0.53
448
973
1790
2820
•
; 70
Ro. 2 100
120
150
0.088
0.185
0.34
0.62
0.09
0.11
0.31
0.5
470
985
1700
2745
*
70
No. 3 100
120
IW
0.08
0.18
0.375
0.81 :
0.09
0.2
0.44
0.875
492
1000
1455
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Inrolved lapping the members. This lapping of the aeabers made
the rafter imsymBietrloal and raised the problem of Its behavior
under wind load. In those testa all of the rafters began to
buckle at a load corresponding to a wind velocity slightly over
100 miles per hour. However, when the rafters were held
straight as they would bo iinder the restraint of the sheathing,
the buoltllng was very alight evea at a wind velocity of 150
miles p«r hour.
The deflections for rafters No. 1 and Ko. 2 were approxi
mately the same for both wind conditions as shown by Tables I
and II. The use of a 2 x 6 lower mead>er in Rafter No. 2
appeared to be Justified by reduced deflection in this member.
The shortening of the brace had no apparent ill effects.
Rafter Ko. 3 did not give as good results as the first
two. Deflections became much greater when the wind velocity
exo«ed«d 100 miles per hour.
Smdlng of the upper rafter meabers of No. 1 and Ho. 2
was rather too large in the end wind condition. This indl-
oates that ^l^e brace should be attached farther from the
rafter splice In order to give this member more support.
None of these rafters showed signs of failure at a wind
velocity of 150 miles per hour. This provides a factor of
safety of 4 in wind load and 2 iv Telocity over the maxiBU
recorded velocity of 68 miles per hour.
-67-
aonemalong
1. The performanoe of Raftera Ho. 1 and Ho. 2 seems to
justify this arrangement of hraoes.
2. Upper lower rafter membere should he of 2 x 6
stoelc.
3. The brace shoxad Extend from a point about 3 feet
froB the support of the lower nenber to a place near the •id-
point of the xxpper member.
4. Lateral bracing of the raftera may be necessary to
avoid exoessivfe buclcling under heavy wind loads.
5. Two etruts should be used between the braoe and
lower member to reduce the bending of the latter.
Ififilfl S£ JS£$22ft
Introauotion.. the fourth step in the ejqperlmeataX study
fraa the design, oonstruotion and test of large models of bam
rafters. Six different designs were tested. All followed
oloeely the service requirements disoussed earlier in this
report. Poazr of the rafters were new designs. These involved
modifications of the bracing used in the preliminary designs,
combined with rarlous forms of connecting devices. The remain^
Ing two rafters were eonreatlonal la design and method of
oonstractlon.
The purposes of these rafter tests were; (1) to study the
beharior of eaoh rafter to dlsoover ite points of strength
weakness; (2) to obtain a eoi^>arl8on betvsen various oonren-
tlonal rafters and the proposed designs? and (3) to dlsoover
means of Improving new or existing types of oonstruotlon.
Seleotion ^ soale for models. The Ideal procedure would
be to build rAfters to full seale to test. However, this Is
hardly feasible on account of the large and e:q>en8lve equip
ment required for suoh a set-i^. 7hex*efore« a soale of
6" s I'-O** was used la the oonstruotlon of test speolmens. The
conventional systwa of using bolts* oonneotors nails to
half soale of those In the speolfioatlons was followed. That
l8> where i Inoh bolts and Si Inoh connectors are specified,
the bolts and oonneotors used were i and li Inch, respectively.
Table III shows the full size and scale size of these materials
used.
determination sL load.8 ^ rafters. Two classes of loads
were applied to the rafters imder test. The dead loads are
constant and the ones oaloulated in the analysis of the roof
shape were used, Thm magnitude of these was given in Figure 1.
The wind load varies as the eqxzare of the velocity so the
loading at eaoh point of application must be calculated for
eaoh suooeedlng Increment of wind velocity. These loads were
applied at the quarter points and ends of eaoh member of the
rafter and at right angles to the member. Ttose loads are
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ahown; In rigturos 2 and 5 for a wind Telocity of 70 miles per
hour. The loads apportioned to act on the lower merabere at
the support were not applied In the tests since they do not
produce any stress In the rafter.
In calculating the wind loads to be applied at each of
the points on the rafter, the fonaula employed was • oq s
0 (.00199 where Tyf is the presBure in pounds per
15
sqiiare foot, o is the pressure <«>efflcient at the point oon-
Bidered (see page 25), .00189 is the air density at 15*^0 and
760 WBL, absolute presstire and V is the wind velocity in miles
per honr. The value of 0 used for each load point was the
average value for the length of rafter z^preeented. These
values were obtained from the pressujre distribution curves
given In Flfjures 2 and 3. The load applied therefore was
W« where A is the vooT area represented by the point.
In thie way the load at each point of the full vise
rafter for eaoh wind velocity vaa calculated for side and end
vind oonditions.
It is required to apply su<rii loAds to the model aa will
develop the saise fibre stress as the given load would produce
in the full else rafter. Since the stress in a beam varies
'A
as the thli^ power of the depth, the bending moment produced
In the model need be only 1/8 of that In the full else rafter.
But the length Is reduced one-half so the load required to
-71-
produce this t)endiiig moment la 1/4 of the full eoale load,
AooordingXy all loads were divided "by 4 to obtain the model
load for e&oh ooodition of vlnd velocit^r or direction. Eaoh
load ras then reduced tty the amoimt of the preoedizig load to
give the increment of load neoeeearjr to represent the increase
of wind velocity. These loads and inor^exets with their deri
vation are given in Tables 17 and 7.
The test soeolmen^, A detailed desoription of eaoh rafter
tested will b© given in the discussion of results. D^wings
of these rafters aqppear in Figure 21.
In the construotion of these rafters Westem Douglas Fir
finish Imber was used. This lumber has an average ultimate
con^ressive strength of about 9000 potmds per sq\iare inch which
is considerably higher than for ocnmon timber which averages
around 6000 pounds per square inoh. This difference must be
taken into account in the interpretation of the test results.
This lumber was used because of its dependable quality and
fine grain which are very important in models for test pur
poses.
The sites of modem conneotoro, boltsi nails and glued
surfaces used were given la Table III. These modem connec
tors were of the "Teco* split-ring type as pictured in Figure
8. mie metal used to maXe the models was mild sheet steel
and the method of oonatruotion was the same as for those rings
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used in th© teats of models of Joints. The circular saw
shown In Figure 14 was used to out the grooves for these
rings also.
One-quarter Inoh machine ^olts were used in rlag-oonneot-
ed and glued Joints. Square steel plate washers of i the else
specified hgr the maaufaoturers of the rings were used on all
bolts.
The same "Oasco" brand of casein glue was used for the
glued rafters as was used In the teats of Joints.
Apparatus and mett^od ^ pi^ocedur^. The apparatus used
in these rafter tests is shown In Figure 22^ The loads were
applied to the rafters by means of sand bags of the proper
weight to glre the required increments of load. These bags
were carried in the wooden boxes or baskets which aay be seen
at both ends of the testing freuse. The cables carrying each
basket passed through special ball bearing sheaves to a set
of evenex*s which distributed the load in the proper proportions
to the various points on the rafter. In this way toMr loads
were used to apply the required forces at 15 points on the
rafter. This loading is a closer approximation to actual wind
loading conditions than when loads are4>plied only at the
center or ends of the rafter aienbers. The location, propor
tions and direction of action of these load points and eveners
are shown in Plgxire 23.
.76.
Test of Rafter No, 5; Loading For
wind at 90° to Side Wall.
Test of Rfifter No. 5; Loading For
Wind In End of Barn.
Figure 22. Rafter Testing Apparatus
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;J;).J j !' . .J<I c 
Figure 23. Rafter Loading Diagrams 
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The fr1ot1on loss 1n the oable and pulleys of this equ1p-
ment, as determined by Clark (5), is about l~. This is well 
within the percentage ot expeM.mental error and the w 1nd loads 
are only estimates. Therefore, no oorreotion tor f'r1ot1.on loss 
was made on the loadings applied. 
The weight or the loading equipment suoh as the baskets 
and eveners was t aken into account 1n oaloula ting the loads 
required. The dead loads wer~ applied at the ends of the 
members by hanging sandbags of the necessary weight at these 
points.. The supports tor the ra.t"tere were heavy stub timbers 
bolted securely in the tame to prevent any def1ect1on at 
these points in the raf'ter. These supports are shown 1n 
Figure 22 . 
Deflections a t the rafter splices and ridge were taken by 
a selt.reoording apparatus mounted on the rafter at t hese 
poill.ts. This device consisted or a pencil oarr1ad in a copper 
tube wh1oh was secured to the rafter by means of screws. This 
tube contained a comp:-ess1on ooil spring whose purpose it was 
to hol.d the oenc11 against the sheet of graph paper ?thich was 
mounted on the testing frame behind the rafter.. In this way 
the progressive def'leot1on of the rafter was traced out during 
the test. The position or the pencil point was marked tor each 
1norement ot J.O miles per hour of wind veloo~ty. 
In the performance of' each test a definite prooedur~ was 
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followed. Plrflt the rafter iraa plaoed In the testing frame
with supports and ridge secured In the manner required for
oonstnictlon praotloe. The eveners were then attached to
provide the desired wind load condition and the deflection-
recording equipment was put In place. Whenever lateral brac
ing of the rafters was used, these ties and "braoes were
fajrtdned "before any load was applied.
i When everything iras in readiness to proceed, the positions
of the penolls on the graph papers were maAed. The loading
for a 40 mile per hour wind was applied by putting the proper
sandbags In the baskets of the apparatus. This wind load was
arbitrarily chosen to start the test since a certain wind is
required to overcome the effects of the dead loads and to talce
up any play in the apparatus.
When load "1" had been applied (corresponding to a 40
Bd.le per hour wind load) a line was drawn on the deflection
charts wbevB the penoll stood and marked *1**. Loads "2" and
"S* {comrospondlng to 45 and 50 miles per hour) wew put In
the bariteta and the deflection oharts were then marked "3*.
7hus» the loading continued In regular order until failure of
the rafter ocourred or until it was desired for some i^ason to
discontinue the test. The behavior of the rafter under test
was carefully noted throughout and a record was made of all
noticeable incidents during the run.
-80-
Results of rafter testq. The results obtained from these
rafter teats are shown in Figures 24, 25 and 26, and Table VT.
Figures 24 and 25 shpw the actual deflections at the rafter
splioes and ridge for the two wind directions. In Figure 26
these defleotions are plotted against the square of the wind
velocity. This method of plotting was used on aocount of the
relation between wind Telocity and pressure or load. Due to
the nature of the wind loading, It Is Impossible to plot the
deflection against the load. If the deflection were plotted
against wind velocity, part of the curvature of the cttpves oT^-
tained would be due to the nature of the deflection and part
would be due to the relation between velocity and load. This
latter factor was eliminated by plotting against the square of
the velocity and the curves so obtained are virtually load-
deflection cuirves. The locations of the corresponding veloci
ties were plotted to facilitate study of the graphs.
The results of the tests on «aoh rafter willbs discussed
separately and then an analysis of all the tests will be made
by a discussion of Table VI and the composite graphs of
Figure 26. A brief description of each rafter will accompany
the discussion to augment the drawings of Figure 21. In this
discussion all references to dimensions are in terms of the
full else rafters•
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Rafter ^q. 1
As Indicated in Figure 2X$ this rafter used S§-inoh
Bplit-ring connootors at all Joints. The same faateners were
used to secure the lower rafter to the studding and to join
the upper members at the ridge.
The hraoe used was 16 feet long of 2 x 4 stook. It was
attached to the upper member 5 feet from the rafter splioe aad
to the lower member 3 feet from the point of its attachment to
the studding.
is SlBfl- Rafter ITo. 1 gave very good results
la this teat. This rafter was loaded to the equivalent of 150
miles per hour and then unloaded in ord.er to find how muoh it
would recover. The amount of this recovery is shown in the
graphs of Figure 26. The loads were then applied \mtil the
rafter failed at a loading corresponding to a wind velocity of
245 miles per hour. The lower member on the windward side
broke la bending at a point sli^tly above the point of attach
ment of the brace. Thin failure is shown in Figure 27. The
leeward rafter began to buckle badly after a wind velocity of
about 190 miles per hour had been reached.
Sa4 ^nd. This rafter was tested twice in end
wind and the deflection charts are shown in Figure 26- For
the first run the rafter was bx*aced laterally to simulate the
restraint of the sheathing but the ri^t rafter buckled
-85-
Pailure of Lower Windward Member
Under Side-Wind Loading.
Failure of Upper Left Member
Under End-Wind Loading.
Figure 27. Failures of Rafter No.
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exeeselrely and the test was discontinued at a velocity of 120
miles per hour. Tot the second rtm a new rafter was eon-
stmoted and additional lateral bracing was used as shown in
Figure 21, Palliire ooourred at 185 miles per hour lay breaking
of the upper left nember between the brace and the ridge. This
failure Is pictured in Figure 27.
SaftaE Ss.- £
In this design an attempt was made to eliminate some of
the lack of symmetry of Rafter No. 1. The upper and lower
fflerobers were of laminated oonstruotion; made of two 1 x 6's
nailed together and joined at the rafter splice as shown in
Figure 21. A 1 x 6 brace was used at the Joint to increase
Its strmigth.
Test sidy ^«8t this rafter buckled excessive
ly due to its laminated type of construction. At a wind
velocity of 160 miles per hour it was found that the lateral
bracing used was carrying part of the wind load. VIThen these
were loosened the rafter deflected as shown in Figure 24,
Failure ooourred at a irind velocity of SOO nlles per hour by
breaking of one Xaslnatlon of the upper leeward member at the
point of attachment of the brace. Further testing of this
rafter was considered Inadvisable since its performanoe was
Inferior to that of Rafter No. 1 and its construction to more
costly.
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SatSsE 2.'
This rafter Is shown In Figure It was of a type
similar to those reoomniended by thd Midwest Plan Service, an
example of conventional design and good oonstruotlon.
Test In side wind. The windward rafter began to lift
off the plate at a wind velocity of 80 milee oer hoitr^ At 150
niles per hoxtr the rafter had lifted ^ Inoh aoeonpanied by
splitting of the brace at the plate and the 1x8 pieees at
the leeward rafter splioe had begun to split. Ultimate fail
ure occurred at 175 miles per ho^lr by splitting of the brace
and rafter at the windward plate.
Test in end wind. Under end wind loading the weakness
of conventional methods of Joining members was revealed very
clearly. Both rafter splices had begun to fall at a wuid
velocity of 110 miles per hour. The nature of thie failure ic
shown in Figure 3S8. The ultimate failure of the rafter
oooux*red at the ridge under a wi^ velocity of 140 miles per
hour. Failure was due to pulling of the nallo in the collar
beam and at the ridge.
Rafter Ho. 4
Thlfl rafter was the same as No. 3 except that no brace
was used at the plate. Five 16d nails were used to toe-nalX
the foot of the raftev to the plate.
laa* fli^g eIM* first failure of this rafter
k-88-
Fallure of Rafter No. 5 Under
End-Wlrd Loading.
Failure of Rafter Splice of Rafter No. 3
Under End-Wind Loading.
Figure 28. Failures of Haftera
ooearz*9d at a velocity of 100 miles per hour when the 1x8
pieces of the leeward rafter splice began to spilt. At 120
miles per hour the windward plate began to lift at the outer
edge and at 125 miles per hour the plate pulled off the studd
ing corapletely. The nature of this failure showed that the
rafter was held rather securely to the plate and It was felt
that the use of five nails at this point was hardly representa
tive of ooinmon practice,
Hafter go. 5
This rafter Identical to No. 4 but three 16d nails
Instead of five were used to toe-nail the rafter to the plate.
-ZSiLt in eld^ wlQd. This rafter failed at a wind velocity
of 110 miles per hour by pxaiing of the toe nails holding the
rafter to the windward plate. Deflections to this point wore
about the same as for No. 3 and No. 4,
IssS. ia safl xn the test of this rafter for the end
wind condition, the rafter began to lift from the plates at a
wind velocity of 65 miles per hour. The ccn^lete s^aratlon
of rafter and plate at 79 miles per hour is shown In Figure 28.
Rafter Ho. jg
In this rafter the split-ring connectors of No. 1 were
replaced by casein glue. Otherwise the design is Identical.
As shown in Figure SI bolts were used at all Joints except in
the struts between the lower oeiaber and the brace.
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Test in 3idQ wind. In this test the rafter waa provided
vith sufficient lateral bracing to prevent exeoasive baokling
even at hig^ wind loads. Loading wae continued until failure
of the glue Joint between the windward rafter and the studd
ing, Shearing of the glue occurred there at a wind velocity
of 235 miles per hour.
Rafter Ho. 7
Rafter No. 7 resembles the conventloml design in the
matter of bracing and differs but slightly in the constmiotion
of the rafter splice. Casein glue and nails were used in all
joints except at the studdlngs and ridge where the construction
of Rafter Ho. 6 was used. The wealcness of the usml type of
rafter splice was revealed in the foregoing tests. In Ko. 7
the usttal 1x8 splice plates were replaced by lon-^r pieces
of the same dimension placed parallel to the main brace as
shown In Fi[;;ure 21.
Teat in sld^ wind. The change in the rafter splice was
justified by the results obtained. Pailiire of the glued Joint
at the studding occurred at a wind velocity of 180 miles per
hour. The rafter splices showed no signs of failure at this
load in contrast to splitting of the conventional rafter
splice at velocities as low as 100 miles per hour.
Discusaiop of results. In a oon^jarison of these rafters
tested, there are three factors to be bom in mind. These are
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ultimate brealclng strength, rigidity, and economy of oonstruo*
tlon.
The oomparatlve strength of the rafters tested Is shown
In Table VI. The only rafter which even approached No. 1 In
ultimate strength was No, 6. Tills seems to Indloate some
degree of superiority of the bracing used In these rafters.
Moreorer, the tests of Ho. 6 and Mo. 7 support this new type
of bracing. ThsBB two rafters differed only in the bracing
and splice used. During the test the splices of neither showed
any signs of failure and both failed by shear of the glue at
the support. However, No. 6 failed at 235 miles per hour and
No. 7 at ISO. During the test of No. 7 it was noted that the
lower rafter member bent a great deal more than thst of No. 6,
thus producing a larger stress in the glue at the studding.
This excessive bending appeared to be due to the inferior
support given by the conventional type of brace.
The type of failure of Bafter No. 1 is worthy of parti
cular note. This was the only rafter in which the Joints
carried sufficient stress to cause bending failure of the
members.
The very low ultimate strength of the conventional rafter
with no brace at the plate (No. 5) is significant In view of
the fact that this type of construtttion is In common use.
In drawing conclusions froa these test results as to the
-92-
TABLS 71
OomparativB Strength of Raftera
Rafter No.
Rafter No.
Rafter No,
Rafter Mo.
Rafter Ho.
Rafter Ko.
Rafter No.
Wind at 90° to Side Wall
Wind
sVeloo-
Ultimate Strength
Based Uoon
Hafter Ho. 1 = 100^
1: 245
2: 200
•
3! 175
I
4: 125
t
55 110
1
6; 2^
2
7t lao
100 ^
66.7 ^
51 %
26 ^
20 ^
91,7 %
64 ^
Wind in End of Bam
Wind ; Ultimate Strength
Veloo-s Based Upon
itv rHaftfti? No. 1 a 100^
185 :
Not tested
•
140 :
I
Kot tested
75
Hot tested
:
Not tested
100
57
16,4 f
TABLE VII
Cost of Materials for Rafters
s
1
5Lumbert
t® 645
t
Rafter No. 1: 3.90
:
Mfter No. 3: 4.55
:
Rafter No. 5S 4.32
Rafter Ko. 6j 3.90
:
Rafter No. 7: 4.10
Split:
Rings SBolts
® .lOtg.O?*
Tashers
g .01^
1.50:
r
:
.ao
3
.60:
:
.22:
«
.33
:
:
«
i .20
.33 :
.09 : .10
HallB
®-Q8#
aiVLB
: .06
.06
t Total
Total : for
per i 60'
?Vaft^r;frarn
6.33 :$ 190
»
4.75 : 143
4.52 1 136
:
5.09 : 153
*
4.67 1 137
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probabXe perfonoanoe of full else rafters, certain adjustments
would have to be made. In the selection of the soale for the
models« the assumption was made that the model connectors and
glued Joints would carry one-quarter the load of the full size
Bpeoimens, The tests of Joints showed that this assumption
was not true. However, this variation from the assumed rela
tion is thought to be due mainly to the qiiality of the wood la
the speoimena, Therefore, the nature of the failures would
probably be the name for a full eixe rafter s inoe the strength
in bending la oorresoondlngly hi^er for the wood of the
models. However, the ultimate wind load for the full 8l?e
rafter woiild probably be lower and the amount of this differ
ence would have to be estimated upon the basis of the quality
of timber used.
A study of the deflection ouirves of Figure 26 reveals
the following general relationships;
1. With the wind at 90*^ to the side wall, the deflee-
tions of the oonventional rafters wsre from 3 to 4 times the
deflections of Rafters Hos. 1, 6 and 7.
2. Rafter Ho. 6 shows the least deflection of all
rafters tested in side wind. No. 1 is very nearly as rigid.
3. Under the end-wind condition the deflections of
Rafter No. 1 were frcm 2 to 3 times as great as the deflec
tions of the oonventional design, No. 3.
4. defleotlons of Rafters Kos, 1 and 5 vrere about
eqiial under end wind loading.
6. The deflection of the rafter ^lloes of Rafter No. 3
Increased rapidly after failure of those Joints be[^.
Time did not permit the testing of Rafters No. 6 and Ko,
7 xxnder the end wind loadi^»
A cozapasTlson of the ooet of matez^als for the rafters
tested is glTen in Table VZI. Sstiisates of the labor required
for f&brioation wex*e made upon the basis of the various opera
tions liwolved. These eatimates Indicate labor charges that
are very nearly eqiml for the five rafters.
Rafter No. 1 contains lees timber'tlian any of the other
rafters of different design but the cost Is 30?? greater than
that of No. 3. This discrepancy In cost will be narirowed by
the probable reduction in price of the split rings contingent
upon the expansion of their laarket.
Future inrestigatlons of the strength and stiffness of
roof irtie&thing may Justify using a larger spacing of rafters.
This would favor the Ho. 1 type of rafter and mate possible a
more efficient use of its superior strength.
The design of Rafters Nos. 1 and 6 fails to meet the es
tablished requirements concerning the use of standard length
members. However, this objection may be overcome by decreasing
the center^oto-center length of the mefflbers to malte possible the
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use of standard lengths, Moreover, even iihea using the
lengths given, the "waste* may he used to good advantage In
the struts between the lower member and the braoe.
Conolttslons. The following are a ntimber of significant
conclusions which appear to be Justified by the obserratlons
and results of these rafter tests:
1. The system of bracing used In Rafters No, 1 and No, 6
appears to be superior to the conventional method.
2. None of the Joints In conventional rafters of the
$7pe tested are strong enou^ to carry the ultimate load of
the gross cross-seotlonal area of the mwobers.
3. The use of split rings appears to be the most effec
tive method of Joining rafter members and of securing anchorage
to the wall.
4. Observations and results of these tests Indicate that
the 2|-lnch split ring Is entirely suitable for braced rafter
construction,
5. The results of these tests Justify and call for
further Investigation Into the use of casein glue In farm
building construction.
6. The large deflection of Hafter Ho. 1 under end-wind
loading is not thou^t to be a serious characteristic on
account of the very rare occurrence of this condition.
7. %>on the basis of Iowa's maximum recorded wind
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velocity of 68 miles per hour, Rafter Ifo, 1 has a faotor oT
safety of la reloolty and 13 In load for the side vdnd
oondltloa. In end wind these are reduoed to 2.72 and 7.4
respectively.
8. The corresponding factors of safety of the con
ventional Rafter Ko. 5 are 1,57 and 2.63 for ths side wind,
and 1.1 and 1.22 In end wind.
9. The Investigation In rafter spacing should be con
tinued.
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SUHHART
!• This Ftudy of the braced rafter roof Is Justified
by; (a) the data on wind damage; and (b) the popularity and
acceptability of this type of rafter.
2. The objects of the study were to inrestigate the
strength requirements of the bz^oed rafter roof and to
dOTelop a more wind resistant construotlon.
3* The 8erviee« stimotural, economlo, and aesthetle
requirements of the bam roof were disouesed.
4. The size and shape of bam shell to be considered In
this study were established,
5. Wind pressures on the g^brel roof were investigated
and the distribution to be used In this study was selected,
6. The reactions and bending moments in a roof of the
shape selected were determined for a vlnd velocity of TO mlXee
per hour.
7. The probX^ of the effect of roof sheathing upon
rafter spacing was analyzed,
8. The strength relations of glued, ring-connected,
bolted and nailed Joints were investigated,
9. Flafter models of new and conventional designs were
tested to obtain a comparison of their perftjrmanoe to
locate the wee^ and strong points of eaoh design*
COHOLUSIOHS
1» Fourteen foot lower and twelve foot upper a?after
BemberB are desirable for a 34 foot gaiabrel roof span. The
loTfer m^ahers shouldft be inclined 62® and the upper members
31° to the horizontal. The roof shape so established has no
tendency to sag at the ridge under oustomary dead loads.
2. Tests of joints and rafters indicate the probability
of eztensiye use of easeln glue and modem oonneotors in fam
building oonstruction.
3. The material in the braoes of oonrentional desigas
of braced rafters is not being used to the best advantage.
4. The system of bracing developed during this study
appears to be more effective than the conventional method.
5. Rafters in whioh oasein glue or modem connectors
were used vith the nev system of btracing shoved \atimate
strength frcaa g to 6 times the strength of various conven
tional designs.
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